
Overworld

Overworld is the third set of the Iamur block for Magic: The Gathering, created by Antares.
a
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Cards: 250
Release date: June 2015
Three letter code: OVW

Flavor: Pirates vs. Octopuses
Draft Structure: 3 × OVW
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Themes and Mechanics
Wanderlust (Whenever this creature attacks, look at the top card of your library. You may put it on the bottom
of your library. If it’s a land card, you may put it onto the battlefield tapped.)

The inhabitants of the Overworld are constantly up to new adventures, exploring unknown islands and car-
tographing the unexplored seas. Wanderlust allows you to ramp up to the giant sea monsters, which are still at
the very heart of the block, while being aggressive at the same time.

Growth {cost} ({cost}: Put a +1/+1 counter on this creature. This costs 1 more to activate for each +1/+1
counter on it. Grow only as a sorcery.)

Unleashed upon the Overworld, the sea monsters now fight for supremacy over the sea. Growth allows you
to sink mana into your creatures to grow them even further. Most creatures with growth have another ability
that triggers only when that creature is the creature with the greatest power on the battlefield.

Vessel – Whenever this creature attacks, each other attacking creature gains {ability} until end of turn.

Before you sail across the seas, you need a ship first. Ships are colored artifact creatures with the Vessel ability.
Sailing on those ships gives your other creatures a combat relevant bonus when attacking.

Riposte {cost} (You may cast this spell for its riposte cost if a creature is attacking you.)

Overworld is an aggressive format where attacking is heavily encouraged. To balance it out, Riposte shifts
the advantage slightly back to the defender. Combat tricks with Riposte are cheaper to cast if you are the
defending player and makes blocking a bit easier.

Quest hub (When this enters the battlefield, draw a card. You may complete each quest once. When you’ve
completed both, sacrifice this.)
[Quest] {cost}: {effect}
[Quest] {cost}: {effect}

What does an adventurer do when he or she arrives at a new port? He or she looks for people with an ex-
clamation mark over their head! Quest hubs are enchantments with two activated abilities that you can both
activate once. Quest hubs are cheap to play, and give you something to spend your mana on later in the game.

Tribal

Overworld has a mild tribal component. The supported tribes are: Elves, artifacts (Ships), Turtles, Pirates
and sea monsters (Krakens, Leviathans, Octopuses, and Serpents).

Gold tokens

Pirates bury treasures stolen from raids on cities and other ships all across the Overworld. Gold tokens are
artifacts with “Sacrifice this artifact: Add one mana of any color to your mana pool.” They help with ramping
into more expensive spells and appear mainly on Pirate-themed cards.
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Card List
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Disclaimer
I do not own any artworks depicted here. The artworks were taken from various websites and properly credited
to the artists at the bottom of each card. I do not have any financial interest in making this set and using these
artworks should be seen as advertisement for the respective artists and their amazing work. However, if you own
an artwork depicted here and don’t want me to use it, notify me and I will remove it.
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